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Abstract. This article considers the need for secure communications
between Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices that operate in 5G-
enabled environments. 5G networks enable greater data throughput and
lower latency, which presents new opportunities for the secure authen-
tication of business transactions between IoT hardware. We propose an
approach to developing a flexible and secure model for IIoT components
in 5G environments. Using the NIST seven layer model of cloud comput-
ing, in conjunction with Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) hardware
provided via FPGAs, we demonstrate algorithms that replicate common
authorisation challenges in 5G enabled IoT scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Adopting emerging business models that can exploit the potential of Internet of
Things (and Industrial Internet of Things) devices, is tempered by valid secu-
rity and privacy concerns [1–3]. Industrial users in particular recognise that a
significant proportion of the value that they generate is directly linked to the
ownership and continued development of Intellectual Property (IP). Any breach
of security that might threaten the exclusivity of IP presents a considerable risk
upon the underlying business model of an enterprise [4].

Whilst cloud computing is an example of how technologies and operating
models can come together to offer new capabilities for businesses [7, 2], there are
still cases of organisations being threatened by new risks which are attributed
explicitly to the adoption of cloud services [8, 9, 14].

5G infrastructure promises new opportunities for closer integration of phys-
ical devices [17] which is particularly suited to IIoT as follows:

– Greater data throughput facilitates the exchange of data between devices,
which supports the introduction of meta data to support robust transactions
to establish trust between devices;
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– Lower power requirement permits the extended use of sensing and compu-
tational devices in remote settings;

– Reduced network latency improves response times and has the potential to
improve the rigour of security protocols, without harming the user experience
of the system.

The use of millimetre band for 5G is a key enabler of the improved network per-
formance, albeit at a loss of transmission distance. While the higher throughput
frequency band provides some physical security [24, 25], this cannot be relied
upon. A malicious insider stood next to machinery could relay data outside [18,
20, 19, 16]. Therefore, we need to be able to develop a scalable security archi-
tecture that can robustly marshall the appropriate authentications for various
parties, whilst being tolerant of the dynamic nature of how IIoT devices can
interact.

This article describes how a cloud approach has been used to inform the
design of a security model for the following reasons. First, cloud architectures
directly support dynamic demands through elasticity [13, 12, 15], and promote
the harmonisation of disparate technologies through abstraction. Second, there
is a mature architectural reference model provided by NIST [11], and this is
universally adopted. Third, cloud systems exhibit shared characteristics with
IIoT systems, in that there are multiple parties that need to collaborate [7] and
cooperate through the secure sharing of data and resources, generally using a
service-based approach.

Prior work [4, 5, 7, 6] has explored the particular case of multi-party authen-
tication in cloud based architectures, for the provision of enterprise Business In-
telligence systems [8, 6, 9]. We have developed and extended this work to support
the development of specific use cases where the availability of 5G network infras-
tructure can enable new business possibilities through enhanced performance.
To enable these possibilities, we have augmented a cloud-based architecture to
include hardware with Physically-Unclonable Functions (PUF).

PUFs are resistant to spoofing attacks, which is important for situations
where it is necessary to rapidly authenticate a party, or multiple parties, to
establish trusted communications. The provision of analytics services from man-
ufacturing plant is a use case that we have considered, where there is a need
for the secure exchange of raw data, as well as processed results, between IIoT
components and the organisation’s enterprise system.

This work has considered probable attack vectors upon such a system, to
assist in the design of an effective multi-layer security model. In doing so, we
have developed algorithms to allow authentication using PUFs, to enable secure
access to cloud-based applications. As such, we consider the emerging scenario
whereby IIoT devices are being attached and embedded within manufactur-
ing plants to facilitate new levels of secure coordination, control, knowledge
exchange, and ultimately, the protection of Intellectual Property provided by
fundamental business operations.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe multi-layer security models. Section 3 describes a multi-layer approach
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to connectivity using Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF). In Section 4, we
provide experimental results to establish the effectiveness of the design. Finally,
we conclude in Section 5.

2 Multi-layer Security Model

A key challenge of managing network connectivity in a densely-equipped envi-
ronment such as a smart factory, is the identification and marshalling of different
attack vectors. Using a fundamental principle of cloud computing - resource ab-
straction - we have elected to construct a security model that separates a number
of checkpoints across multiple layers. Again, the convenience of the cloud com-
puting model has inspired us to consider each of the layers as a discrete cloud
which will contain myriad hardware resources such as servers, storage arrays,
FPGA devices and suchlike. As such, system designers are free to focus op-
timisation efforts on each cloud as a separate entity to ensure that operating
overheads are kept within acceptable timeframes [23].

Figure 1 illustrates the overall security model architecture. We have con-
tinued with the use case of a typical enterprise system that contains analytics
functionality for the purposes of supporting strategic and operational business
decision-making.

As such, our model has been tested in a cloud environment where individ-
ual users are tenants within a multi-tenant scenario. Since the model allows for
resource abstraction, users making requests for access to the enterprise system
can do so via Virtual Machines, remote systems, and directly via hardware de-
vices such as IIoT components. For the purposes of modelling within Figure 1,
each user or IIoT device is represented as an eventual tenant of the multi-cloud
enterprise system.

All external requests are initially marshalled by firewalls that hold authenti-
cation data for each of the prospective tenants. This metadata contains access
controls for the functionality that has already been authorised for each individ-
ual tenant. As the first line of defence, a lack of requisite authentication data
will prohibit a user from successfully connecting to the system.

After basic authentication has been verified, there is a Tenant Metadata layer,
which holds the rule-based controls to indicate which aspect of the enterprise
system can be accessed by each authorised tenant of the system. This might refer
to specific repositories, or reporting for example. In the case of IIoT devices
providing data for analytics processing, this is likely to include not only the
appending of data to a repository, but also the controlled access to other data
sources that may be fused and aggregated to with the process data, in order to
provide enhanced analytics services.

It is necessary to establish a trustworthy connection and this is achieved
through the use of PKI. Public Key certificates are retained within a Digital
Vault, within its own layer of the model, and this provides a further level upon
which a tenant (user) session can be authorised or eliminated.
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Fig. 1. Layered security model [5] for an organisational enterprise system inspired by
NIST[10].

Layer four provides a deeper level of protection for instances where malicious
attackers have successfully penetrated the first three layers. While the previous
layers’ controls are sufficient to protect against many threats, they do not protect
against a malicious insider who will already have suitable credentials to gain
access to the system so far. The Intrusion Prevention System contains logic to
identify patterns and strange behaviour, in order to conclude the session of a
user who is engaging in threatening behaviour.

Layer four is bolstered by an anti-malware protection layer. More surrepti-
tious activity, such as concealed executable code, can create havoc when deployed
further into the enterprise system. Layer five maintains a log of such activity, as
well as a repository of threats that have been identified.

The applications layer cloud contains the enterprise functionality that is of
interest to the business users. By the time a user has arrived at this layer, basic
authentication, session authentication via PKI, intrusion detection and anti-
malware checks have already been made, with opportunities at each layer to
terminate a session. Within the application layer, there is still the need for role-
based permission control, so that data of differing sensitivity can be accessed by
the appropriate authority.

Aside from enterprise applications, there is a need for a particular type of
user to have access to enterprise repositories, either directly via APIs, or through
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querying and reporting interfaces, typically delivered through a web portal. Layer
seven provides for such access, and similar to the preceding layers, abstracts the
functionality into a cloud for additional protection.

2.1 NIST seven layer model

The security model can be mapped to the NIST seven layer model of cloud
computing [10] as follows. Tenant users, which can be either VMs or hardware
devices, are resident in NIST layers 1 − 3.

Each session is usually marshalled to layer 6 (if the destination is a Software-
as-a-Service, SaaS, application) through a series of authentication and verifica-
tion steps contained within the fourth and fifth layers. Access to layer 7 is re-
served for API interfaces to applications that are likely to be hosted on premises,
and are usually unique to the organisation.

Using cloud nomenclature, the firewall is an example of Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) and subsequent controls are Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) with
the exception perhaps of level 6 which may be SaaS.

2.2 Session workflow

As described above, the security model maps to the IaaS and PaaS layers of the
NIST model for cloud architecture [10].

The instantiation of a new session by a prospective IIoT tenant user, re-
sults in session IDs being assigned in layers two and three. This is followed by
access identification provided from within layer four. It is after this stage that
packet inspection is the fundamental activity for each of the sessions that have
progressed thus far.

The initial DBMETA and DBVAULT layers enable IIoT requests to be veri-
fied, prior to packet inspection for each session to be performed using DBIPS

and DBANTIMAL. In the context of the NIST model, DBIPS and DBMETA map
directly to PaaS functions. In contrast DBFW is regarded as IaaS in the model.

If there is a SaaS instance at layer six, there will be additional authentication
applied for each user, though at this stage, a considerable amount of verification
has taken place already. However, this authentication check is to enforce enter-
prise system role-based permissions, for organisational data protection, such as
the subset of staff who require access to confidential payroll information.

3 Multi-layer connectivity model using PUF

So far, our security model accomodates requests from users for access to services
(typically analytics) in an industrial setting. We are primarily concerned with
user requests eminating from hardware IIoT devices which are either embedded
or retro-fitted to manufacturing plant.

Such devices may be represented by FPGA units, that include storage and
computational resource that can be used to process data at the edge of enterprise
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networks. This functionality has a great deal of potential for industrial use cases
if the data collected and processed locally, can be combined with additional
enterprise data in real-time. The low-latency characteristics of 5G networks are
thus attractive solutions to such challenges.

The multi layer model allows for elasticity in the system, which can tolerate
not only an increase in processing volume, but also an increase in the total
volume of transactions in response to an increase in the number of IIoT devices
that are communicating with the system.

We now consider the approach taken to introduce an IIoT component that
itself has design features that increase the level of trust between devices, through
the use of Physically-Unclonable Functions (PUF).

The first protocol to consider is the process by which a new user is enabled
to access an IIoT node, after being introduced to the system by an existing user.

There exist K verification layers in the model. For every genuine client IIoT
device (FPGA in this example), there exists a PUF in each layer of our security
model (we consider a K = 7 layer cloud model). The PUF is used for authentica-
tion and is unique to each genuine client. The cloud management unit generates
a combined PUF model (MA) (mathematical) which is transferred through a
secure communication channel.

The model is represented as an obfuscated bitstream which is downloadable
and implementable on the client FPGA. An authorisation request of UA is han-
dled by the management plane, which sends q challenge bits CHp, each of length
n and a random number rand to UA.

UA applies the challenge bits on the mathematical model and generates the
responses for each layer. There exist K responses for a single challenge string.
Hence a total of K.q responses are generated, which are jumbled using a pre-
agreed shuffling scheme with a random number rand.

The shuffled string of responses, encoded using a pre-agreed encoding scheme
E(.) is sent to the security model for verification. The encoded responses are
decoded using the decoding scheme D(.) and are reordered by the management
layer and are provided to the K layers for verification.

At each security layer, the original challenge bits are applied to the respective
PUFs in the cloud and the received model responses are compared with the
physical PUFs. Upon successful authentication at all K layers, UA is declared
to be trustworthy. We consider a strong arbiter PUF with > 10 constituent
XOR-PUFs to resist any machine learning attacks [24, 30, 31].

3.1 Multi-layer hierarchical packet inspection using PUF

Central to the overall secure connectivity model is the use of multi-layer hier-
archical packet inspection. Each IIoT client FPGA must satisfy some standards
to qualify as a valid recipient of the cloud service.

Each FPGA requires a Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) capability
and dynamic partitions in the FPGA fabric to promote analysis by the cloud
service. We use (PUF) in addition to the existing verification to ensure security.
Each of the cloud layer FPGAs contains PUFs representing each client. We
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Algorithm 1 Multi-layered connectivity model using PUF: Client is an existing
User
Objective:

(a) The seven layer cloud model consisting of FPGA clouds verifies the identity of a
client FPGA (UA) who is requesting access.

(b) The cloud model provides application access for the genuine client (Ui).

Prerequisites:

(a) An n-bit input, 1-bit output XOR PUF P1 is reconfigured in all layers of the
Cloud−FPGA. There exists a PUF for every authenticated user. PUF Pij repre-
sents the identity of the user i in the cloud layer j.

(b) A combined mathematical model Mi representing all the K PUFs in the cloud
layers, resides with each user Ui.

(c) Cloud − FPGA and user Ui have agreed on a fixed encoding scheme E() and a
decoding scheme D(.), such that for any binary string x,E(.) and D(.) are injective,
X = E(x) and D(X) = x.

(d) Cloud − FPGA and user Ui have agreed on a shuffling scheme Y = S(X, rand),
and S′(Y, rand) = X where rand is a random number.

Input:
S, PCT , DBFW , DBMETA, DBV AULT , DBIPS , DBANTIMAL

(a) Tenant session: S
(b) Contents of session packets:PCT

(c) Contents of FW: DBFW

(d) Contents of TENANTMETA : DBMETA

(e) Contents of TENANTV AULT : DBV AULT

(f) Contents of IPS : DBIPS

(g) Contents of ANTIMALWARE : DBANTIMAL

Note: DBj represents content DB of layer j

assume that amn IIoT client contains a mathematical model of the PUF which is
downloaded as an obfuscated bitstream to the client FPGA using DPR. A strong
PUF which cannot be cloned using machine learning strategies is of paramount
importance to ensure the overall security of this model.

The client FPGA sends PUF responses of the mathematical model to the
multi-layer cloud model for verification. Side channel parameters are collected
by the malware detection layer by downloading an obfuscated bitstream on the
client FPGA. This is to ensure that the IIoT client FPGAs do not produce any
parameter variations following infected hardware trojans [25].

This fingerprint measured in terms of side-channel parameters is a means
of identifying and preventing attack by hardware trojan horses in the device.
Multiple side channel parameters are collected using dynamic partial reconfigu-
ration.
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Algorithm 1 continued. Output:
A value in variable S to show that the application access is granted (S = 1) or denied
(S = 0).

Steps:

1. Initialize S = 1, E = 1
2. Ui to management plane MP : request access to application A
3. MP to Ui: MP sends a random number rand and a set of challenges CHp con-

sisting of q challenge bits each of length n.
4. Ui calculates the following:

– Rimp,j = Mi(CHp,j), p = 1 . . . q, j = 1 . . .K
– Rim = {Rimp,j , 1 ≤ p ≤ q, 1 ≤ j ≤ K }
– CAi=S

(
E(Rim), rand

)
5. Ui to MP : certificate CAi

6. foreach layer j do
(a) Initialize Mem = 0, Match = 0
(b) If (E = 1)

(a) MP : Rimp,j = S′
(
D(CAi), rand

)
(b) MP to Cloud− Ci: Set of challenges CHp and Rimp,j

(c) Cloud− Cj calculates the following
– Rifp,j = Pi(CHp,j), p = 1 . . . q, j = 1 . . .K

– Nij = (1−
∑q

(p=1)
(Rimp

⊕
Rifp

q
)

– if Nij ≥ 0.99 Mem = 1
(d) if (PCT ∈ DBj , | DBj ∈ {DBFW , DBMETA, DBV AULT } AND PCT /∈

DBj , | DBj ∈ {DBIPS , DBANTIMAL} ); Match = 1
(e) if (Mem && Match), E = 1 ; proceed to next higher layer
(f) else Exit; set E = 0, S = 0; DenyTenantAccess()

7. if S = 1; AuthoriseTenantAccess()

The bitstreams are erased using another DPR following successful collection
of samples. The cloud directly collects samples to avoid the client from manip-
ulating the parameters.

3.2 Algorithm design

Any user requesting access to an application is described in Algorithm 1. Each
item in the sequence represents the various checks that are enacted through
the multi-layer security model. We have provided for extensibility through this
design, in that should an enterprise require additional security layers to be aug-
mented, such controls can be implemented using the basic premise of abstraction
to marshall and control the findings of any stage of packet inspection.

One example that is particularly pertinent to manufacturing enterprises arises
through developments in thinking around Industry 4.0 or smart manufacturing.
These movements advocate the sharing of resources and services in a horizontal
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fashion, cutting across industrial sectors to facilitate new levels of collaboration.
This thinking is driven by new capabilities in analytics, and the control and
feedback of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS). In such cases, orgainsations that
choose to embrace the sharing of services, and indeed exploit the possibilities of
packaging existing functionality into services to share, will require the ability to
be able to extend the security model so that satisfactory security inspections are
in place.

Algorithm 1 thus describes an arrangement where a set of challenge bits are
sent to the client and the cloud layers. The management unit responds with a
set of q challenges, each of size r.

For every user, the management unit maintains a database of challenges that
have been previously used for PUF-based authentication, and disregards every
challenge that has expired.

However, for challenge set size of q in each authentication attempt, with
each challenge being r-bit, the probability of repeated challenges occurring (rep-
resented as the “Failure Probability”) is almost zero with a typical value of
q = 1000 and r = 64 [23]. Each IIoT client generates model responses and sends
them to the cloud security layers for verification.

Cloud layers then generate responses using the physical PUF. Both responses
are checked for a match of at least 99%. Following a successful match, the content
of the packet is analysed by the cloud before proceeding to the next cloud layer
in the security model.

Algorithm 2 represents the steps for introducing a new IIoT client to the
application. In this case, an existing IIoT client introduces a new IIoT client by
sharing its model responses.

On successful authentication of the existing client, the model generates a new
PUF in the dynamic part of the cloud FPGA fabric. A combined mathematical
model of the PUFs is downloaded to the client FPGA (as before) using an ob-
fuscated bitstream following a DPR process. Again, the security model assumes
that a secure DPR process is followed to retain system integrity. The new cloud
client then utilises Algorithm 1 to provide access to the application layer.

4 Hardware Implementation

The basic XOR PUF architecture consisting of 64 challenge bits and 10 parallel
arbiters is implemented on an FPGA to compute the design expense in a cloud
architecture. Nexys 4 DDR board with Artix-7 FPGA [27] (device xc7a100t,
package csg324, speed -1) from Xilinx is used for implementation.

The architecture is designed in Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL)
following the flow in Xilinx ISE 14.7 design suite [26]. Xilinx power analysis
tool [28] and Chipscop-Pro [29] are used for testing and analysis.

Table 1 reports the implementation cost in terms of resources consumed,
total on-chip power (using vector-less activity propagation) and the configuration
bitstream size.
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Algorithm 2 Multi-layered connectivity model using PUF: New client

Objective:

(a) The seven layer cloud model consisting of FPGA clouds verifies the identity of a
new client FPGA (UB) who is requesting access.

(b) The cloud model provides application access for the genuine client (UB).

Prerequisites:

(a) New client ClientUB , requesting application access is known to an existing client
UA as a genuine applicant

(b) Cloud − FPGAs have built-in controllers to facilitate secure dynamic partial re-
configuration.

(c) Client−FPGA has built-in controllers to facilitate secure dynamic partial recon-
figuration initiated by the cloud.

(d) The Cloud − FPGA fabric is divided into two parts, a) static fabric and b) dy-
namic fabric. Static fabric consists of hardware configurations which existed before
deployment. The dynamic fabric of the Cloud − FPGA is dedicated to configure
additional security primitives (mostly PUFs) for any genuine clients using secure
dynamic partial reconfiguration.

(e) The client − FPGA fabric is divided into two parts, a) static fabric and b) dy-
namic fabric. Static fabric consists of hardware configurations which existed before
deployment. The Client−FPGA has secure remote DPR controllers in the static
partition facilitating configuration of PUF mathematical model in the dynamic
fabric, via an obfuscated bitstream.

Input:
PCT , DBFW , DBMETA, DBV AULT , DBIPS , DBANTIMAL of UserUA

(a) Tenant session: S
(b) Contents of session packets:PCT

(c) Contents of FW: DBFW

(d) Contents of TENANTMETA : DBMETA

(e) Contents of TENANTV AULT : DBV AULT

(f) Contents of IPS : DBIPS

(g) Contents of ANTIMALWARE : DBANTIMAL

Note: DBj represents content DB of layer j

Output:
A value in Flag to show a successful dynamic partial reconfiguration (Flag = 1) or
denied (Flag = 0).
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Steps:

1. Initialize V = 1, E = 1, Flag = 0
2. UB requests UA, for an introduction to access application A
3. UA to MP : request introduction of UB to cloud layers Cj

4. MP to UA: MP sends a random number rand and a set of challenges CHp con-
sisting of q challenge bits each of length n.

5. UA calculates the following:
– RAmp,j = MA(CHp,j), p = 1 . . . q, j = 1 . . .K
– RAm = {RAmp,j , 1 ≤ p ≤ q, 1 ≤ j ≤ K }
– CAA=S

(
E(RAm), rand

)
6. UA to MP : certificate CAA

7. foreach layer j do
(a) Initialize Mem = 0, Match = 0
(b) If (E = 1)

(a) MP : RAmp,j = S′
(
D(CAA), rand

)
(b) MP to Cloud− Cj : Set of challenges CHp and RAmp,j

(c) Cloud− Ci calculates the following
– RAfp,j = PA(CHp,j), p = 1 . . . q, j = 1 . . .K

– NAj = (1−
∑q

(p=1)
(RAmp

⊕
RAfp

q
)

– if NAj ≥ 0.99 Mem = 1
(d) if (PCT ∈ DBj , | DBj ∈ {DBFW , DBMETA, DBV AULT } AND PCT /∈

DBj , | DBj ∈ {DBIPS , DBANTIMAL} ); Match = 1
(e) if (Mem && Match), E = 1 ; proceed to next higher layer
(f) else Exit; set E = 0, Flag = 0

8. if V = 1; Verified introducing client
(a) foreach layer j do

(a) Cloud− FPGA, Cj initiates DPR and configures a new PUF PB,j , PUF
PB,j represents the identity of the UB in the cloud layer j

(b) Cj to MP PUF modeling parameters paramj

(b) MP generates a combined Mathematical model MB of all PUFs PB,j in the
cloud layers

(c) MP generates obfuscated bitstreams of PUF mathematical model MB

(d) MP initiates remote dynamic partial reconfiguration of PUF MB in the dy-
namic partition of the client− FPGA UB

(e) Flag = 1 and exit; follow protocol-1. UB is same as any other existing client.
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Results show that the XOR PUF is realissable with reduced resources and
occupies only 8% of the device slices. This figure is negligible for large FPGAs
deployed in clouds and data centers.

From Table 1, it is evident that the required bitstream size for adding a
reconfigurable PUF is relatively small. The Internal Configuration Assess Port
(ICAP) of the targeted FPGA board is designed to run in 8 bit configuration at
a clock frequency of 100MHz. Hence DPR for the required PUF file is performed
in the order of micro-seconds.

Table 1. Implementation Overhead

Hardware Consumption* Slice Slice Reg LUTs
1291 10 1282

Power Consumption 0.082W

Bitstream Size 3737KB

*Note: The design does not contain any LUTRAMs, BRAMs/FIFOs,
DSPs or buffers

5 Conclusions

We have described the extension of a prior work on multi-layer cloud security
models [5] to include hardware devices with PUF capability. Using experience of
cloud architectures and myriad attack vectors upon Virtual Machines in multi-
tenant cloud systems, we describe a PUF-based system that demonstrates an
ability to marshall not only external adversarial attacks, but also internal at-
tacks, which are particularly of relevance to industrial organisations.

The use of cloud-inspired abstraction layers leads to an architecture where a
wide range of surreptitious activity can be quarantined to resist a multitude of
attack vectors. Multiple layers of packet inspection enusures that determined ad-
versaries, who may employ a number of methods simultaneously, can be halted.

Security is provided beyond firewalls by compromising further attacks and
therefore establishing a trail of evidence of the potential multitude of exploit
attempts. An IPS layer prevents one level of exploit, and is shored-up by an
anti-malware layer that detects other forms of compromise such as trojans.

A key advantage of this approach is the inherent flexibility and scalability
that is brought about by the cloud-inspired layering and containerisation of
security functions. The continued expansion and accessibility of IIoT hardware,
together with ever-stronger business cases for embedding analytics functions
into industrial organisations, means that extensible, flexible architectures are
required to take full advantage of high speed networks and increased numbers
of IIoT devices.
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We have proposed the use of hardware security primitives such as PUFs to
ensure security within the model. This is strengthened by monitoring of the
side channel parameters of client IIoT devices to provide additional security
from hardware trojans. The robustness of the implementation relies upon this
integration of both software and hardware technologies to ensure security in
cloud computing in the IIoT revolution.
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